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Abstract

In response to users’ demand for privacy, trust and control over their data, executing machine learning tasks at the edge of
the system has the potential to make the Internet of Things (IoT) applications and services more human-centric. This implies
moving complex computation to a local stage, where edge devices must balance the computational cost of the machine learning
techniques to meet the available resources. Thus, in this paper, we analyze all the factors affecting the classification process and
empirically evaluate their impact in terms of performance and cost. We put the focus on Human Activity Recognition (HAR)
systems, which represent a standard type of classification problems in human-centered IoT applications. We present a holistic
optimization approach through input data reduction and feature engineering that aims to enhance all the stages of the classification
pipeline and integrate both inference and training at the edge. The results of the conducted evaluation show that there is a highly
non-linear trade-off to make between the computational cost, in terms of processing time, and the achieved classification accuracy.
In the presented case of study, the computational effort can be reduced by 80 % assuming a decline of the classification accuracy of
only 3 %. The potential impact of the optimization strategy highlights the importance of understanding the initial data and studying
the most relevant characteristics of the signal to meet the cost-accuracy requirements. This would contribute to bringing embedded
machine learning to the edge and, hence, creating spaces where human and machine intelligence could collaborate.
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1. Introduction

Connecting everyday objects with sensors to create smart
environments is transforming human lifestyles in domains like
the workplace [1] or the city [2]. In these domains, we can ob-
serve how the Internet of Things (IoT) can enhance health [3],
wellness [4] or promote sustainable practices [5]. Smart en-
vironments sense the physical world, give meaning to the ob-
tained information and trigger suitable reactions. For example,
a workplace augmented with IoT can detect and classify un-
healthy habits like bad postures or inadequate hydration, and
notify those harmful practices to end users [6]. For that, data
need to be processed for decision-making, which often involves
inference and machine learning techniques. Following the clas-
sic IoT architecture, such computation is performed on dedi-
cated cloud services [7]. While this might be the typical ar-
chitecture to implement, it increases the human adoption gap
of IoT due to privacy concerns such as the loss of control over
personal data [8] and the feeling that classic IoT-based systems
leave the user involvement aside from the equation [9].

To reduce this gap and improve the interweaving between
human beings and technology, some scholars [10, 11] demand
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more human-centric approaches for sensing the physical world
that enable confident spaces where human and machine intelli-
gence ally. For Garcia et al. [12], this also means to include hu-
mans in the control loop, making them part of the decision pro-
cess and giving them increased control over the management
of the information they generate. Edge computing deserves
attention in this human-centric endeavor as it moves the pro-
cessing power closer to the data source, that is, to a local stage
that boosts what is called privacy-by-design [13]. This provides
users with local control which is a suitable means to lower the
reluctance towards emerging technologies’ adoption. On top of
these positive aspects, edge architectures have to cope with their
own flaws. As an example, while cloud computing platforms
can easily scale up if temporary demand for resources requires
it, edge computing platforms are typically resource-constrained
and cannot just increase their computational power. Thus, the
computational need of data processing tasks is a critical factor
to consider in such edge designs, and new strategies have to be
devised.

To overcome the presented issues, most of the reviewed
body of literature adopt hybrid architectures in which demand-
ing tasks are relegated to the cloud or distributed devices (e.g.,
model (re)training is outsourced to powerful devices and in-
ference is performed in tiny equipment on the edge) [14, 15].
Although we acknowledge that this solves the computing prob-
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lems, in the vision of this new human-centric IoT, externalizing
this personal and sensitive data may compromise the privacy of
the user [12]. Therefore, in this article, we continue the work
presented in [16] and extend it proposing a new computational
model that preserves the data on the edge of the network, both
in the training and inference phases. Specifically, we put the
focus on Human Activity Recognition (HAR) systems which
represent a standard type of classification problems in human-
centered IoT applications [17]. The presented case of study
refers to a drinking monitor system on the edge where accel-
eration data, obtained from a wrist-located inertial sensor, is
processed to detect the drinking activity of the user in an office
environment.

From a methodological point of view, we identified and
broke down the different factors that take part in all the stages
of the machine learning process (our pipeline includes training
and inference). Based on this analysis, we present a holistic op-
timization strategy through data reduction that combines those
factors. Then, we measure the computational cost in terms of
execution time, also known as computation latency, and the
classification performance, in terms of accuracy, when we ap-
ply the proposed strategy. We evaluate these metrics in two
well-known resource-constrained devices (Raspberry Pi 3B+

and Raspberry Zero W).
Throughout the manuscript, we show that we can mitigate

the limitations of constrained devices if an optimization pro-
cess is carried out from the early stages of the classification
pipeline (i.e., reducing the data size to simplify the input and
applying feature engineering techniques). Besides, we analyze
how small reductions in the prediction accuracy can potentially
enable substantial improvements in the computational cost, par-
ticularly for the training stage of the different supervised meth-
ods tested. Our results are promising to preserve the personal
data on the edge and still provide good inference results. Thus,
to find optimal solutions that meet the hardware requirements
of the edge. In essence, the aim of this article is to contribute
to the community with empirical data to demonstrate the op-
portunities that the optimization of the pipeline can provide to
(i) match the available resources of edge devices for a balanced
cost-accuracy trade-off and; (ii) to be able to integrate both in-
ference and training at the edge instead of the cloud, avoiding
extra threats on compromising private data.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
outlines the literature on embedded machine learning and edge
intelligence. Section 3 describes the different variables and fac-
tors that take part in the classification pipeline. Section 4 ex-
plains the procedure and the experimental setup followed to
measure the performance of the activity recognition system.
The obtained results, in terms of classification efficacy, accu-
racy and their trade-off, are presented in Section 5 and discussed
in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 draws some conclusions and fu-
ture work.

2. Related Work

The idea of combining edge computing and artificial intelli-
gence is an emerging research area. It aims to make intelligent

applications less dependent on the centralized cloud and bring
them closer to the users [18]. This transition from the cloud to
the edge requires to bring complex computation, including ma-
chine learning algorithms, to embedded devices [19]. Nonethe-
less, despite the possibilities offered by modern hardware plat-
forms, the limitations in the computational capabilities of edge
devices hinder the execution of machine learning techniques on
them [20]. To tackle this open challenge, early research stud-
ies mainly focused on verifying the feasibility of edge devices
to run machine learning applications [21], and estimating the
theoretical computational cost of classification algorithms [22].
In the former case, Lane et al. identified execution bottlenecks
and provided some initial insights about how models could be
scaled down. In the latter, Jensen et al. referred to this char-
acterization as the accuracy–cost conflict, in which embedded
classification systems must not only consider the classification
rate but also be able to balance the cost of each classifier.

Similarly, other investigations have approached embedded
intelligence evaluating the suitability of the Raspberry Pi plat-
form to implement Machine Learning inference tasks on the
edge [23]. In the same line, Desraches et al. [24] considered
the simplification of the classification problems to shed light
on the feasibility of embedding simple yet accurate probabilis-
tic models on constrained devices. In fact, machine learning
frameworks are being adapted to this new edge scenario. For
instance, Tensorflow [25] has incorporated a variant that im-
proves on-device inference and provides tools to include pre-
trained AI models in resource-constrained devices.

However, finding the optimal balance between the cost and
the accuracy implies identifying how the available resources
could be used more effectively [26]. In this line, what is needed
is the development of techniques that optimize the execution
of the machine learning tasks. The existing literature follows
two main approaches to reduce the gap between the computa-
tion complexity and the available resource capacity: (i) imple-
menting more efficient and lightweight representations of the
learning methods and (ii) optimizing different parts of the clas-
sification pipeline to lower the amount of processed data, while
reducing the complexity of the classification systems and the
final models.

The first approach corresponds to adapting classifiers to the
capabilities of the target hardware or creating lightweight im-
plementations of the machine learning algorithms [27]. The
different learning methods differ from each other in terms of
computation requirements, memory size, or accuracy proper-
ties. For this reason, Alam et al. [28] analyzed the applicabil-
ity of some of the most common machine learning models for
the IoT. They concluded that some traditional machine learn-
ing algorithms, such as Naive Bayes, Support Vector Machines,
Linear Regression, and Decision Trees, usually generate a rela-
tively low footprint over resources. For this reason, several ap-
proaches have been proposed for those classifiers; for instance,
optimizing Support Vector Machines [29], k-Nearest Neighbor
[30] and implementing new Decision Trees-based algorithms
for efficient prediction on IoT devices [31]. Various works have
also dealt with the optimization of deep learning models and
the ability to deploy of artificial neural networks on tiny de-
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the different factors affecting the cost-accuracy trade-off.

vices [21, 32]. In this regard, Scheidegger et al. [33] analyzed
how deep neural networks can run efficiently on IoT devices
and proposed an automatic way to design deep learning mod-
els that satisfy user-defined constraints. Moreover, Wang et al.
[34] optimized the performance of multilayer perceptron meth-
ods on low power embedded devices.

The second approach comprises diverse optimization strate-
gies that, in general terms, seek to save further resources on the
different stages of the transformation of data into knowledge
[35, 36]. To do that, those strategies address the resource over-
head by reducing the data input size or the final model complex-
ity, aiming to achieve a similar classification accuracy. In this
respect, feature selection can reduce the cost associated with
the extraction of features set [37]. Since smaller number of fea-
tures could lead to a lower classification accuracy, it is essential
to profile this trade-off. This has already been addressed for
HAR systems in embedded and wearable devices by Elsts et
al. [38] and Zalewski et al. [39]. The sampling frequency is
another aspect that deserves attention to improve the final per-
formance of edge intelligent systems [40]. Together with sav-
ing resources at the edge, decreasing the sampling frequency
can also be potentially interesting to reduce end-device energy
consumption as well as communication bandwidth. Kraemer et
al. [41] evaluated the effects of the sampling intervals on both
energy consumption and accuracy, in order to save energy and
costs on the network infrastructure. Similarly, Yan et al. [42]
proposed an adaptive approach for mobile devices and Qi et
al. [43] presented a novel algorithm to determine the optimal
sampling rates according to the requirements of a multi-activity
classification and a single activity event detection. In the same
way, the number of sensors in a multi-sensor setting can be op-
timized to improve the trade-off between them and/or signal
components, and the classification accuracy. In this line, Kang
et al. [44] proposed a dynamic selection of a small subset of
sensors. Gordon et al. [45] evaluated the importance of ev-
ery sensor and compared the trade-off between the number of
sensors and the detection accuracy.

Another possibility to simplify the complexity of classifica-
tion systems is reducing the model size. This effort is geared to-
wards improving the memory impact and computational work-
load of over-parameterized deep learning models [35]. This

optimization is achieved by means of changing the data repre-
sentation strategy to reduce the number of bits that are used to
represent a number, or removing the least essential parameters
of the final model [46]. Model compression [47] and pruning
techniques [48] have proved to be suitable tools to simplify neu-
ral network topologies with a small impact on the accuracy of
the classification.

Despite the promising advances reviewed through this sec-
tion, the research on this topic still focuses on the inference
at the edge, relying on centralized servers or distributed ap-
proaches for training the models [49]. Model training is often
the most time-consuming part of the model development pro-
cess. Thus, training stages at the edge are very limited by the
performance of embedded devices. This limitation makes this
specific part of the classification pipeline a key area of focus
to bring all the stages of the machine learning process to the
local stage. Whilst initial attempts to evaluate the suitability
of embedded platforms have been conducted [50, 51], bringing
the learning phase closer to the edge and optimizing its perfor-
mance continues being understudied on the body of the litera-
ture. Hence, with this work, we aim to contribute to this open
challenge by improving, not only machine learning inference at
the edge, but also the training efficiency. In contrast to most of
the reviewed works, we present a holistic strategy, i.e., the im-
plemented system is globally analyzed, taking into account the
contribution of each part towards the final pipeline.

3. The Trade-off Between Cost and Accuracy

Detecting human behaviour through the classification of sen-
sor data involves an ensemble of computationally intensive tasks.
In the following, we want to better understand the computa-
tional cost of each of them and how these are connected to the
resulting accuracy of the classification results. For that, we have
identified five factors that affect the computational cost: (i) the
platform on which the classification is performed and the set-
up, (ii) the sampling frequency in which raw data is captured,
(iii) the number of components of the signal (for accelerometer
data), or the number of sensors that can be involved, (iv) the
number of features extracted from the data, and, finally, (v) the
machine learning algorithm used. These factors are depicted in
the center of Figure 1.
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When calculating the cost, we should differentiate between
two main stages in the machine learning process. On the one
hand, creating a new model (training stage, also known as model
fitting), and, on the other hand, deploying this trained model to
make predictions (inference stage). Both stages, as can be ob-
served in Figure 1, involve data pre-processing (preparation),
which corresponds to analyzing the raw data and transform them
into useful inputs for machine learning algorithms. Such prepa-
ration usually relies on features calculated from the processed
data that represent the main characteristics of the initial data.

As explained in the introduction section, we foresee to also
execute the training stage at the edge and not only inference. In
this way, training also contributes to the sum of the total com-
putational cost we will calculate for the whole pipeline. De-
pending on the machine learning technique, the training cost
for a model can be several orders of magnitude higher than its
inference associated cost. However, it is true that training new
models is usually done much less frequent than inference. For
example, a HAR system could infer movements from data sev-
eral times per minute, while retraining only happens every few
days. We capture this by the training ratio rt; 0 < rt < 1, so that
the total computational cost ctotal is calculated as follows:

ctotal = rt ∗ ctraining + (1 − rt) ∗ cinference

. We will later study the influence of this ratio on the feasibility
of different solutions.

Apart from affecting the computational cost, all factors of
Figure 1, except the platform, also influence the accuracy of the
classification. Thus, all these factors condition the reliability of
machine learning algorithms when it comes to detecting human
behavior from the sensor data. This interdependence implies
a critical trade-off in the design and operation of the proposed
edge system. After the choice of the platform, which is done
during deployment and determines the available hardware, the
other parameters can be adjusted during run-time. These fac-
tors provide the possibility to adjust computational cost and ac-
curacy, which will be studied in the remainder of the article.

4. Procedure and Methodology

To evaluate the performance of several machine learning al-
gorithms, we propose a HAR classification problem where se-
quences of accelerometer data are used to relate the inertial sig-
nals to previously labeled actions. In particular, in this study,
we focus on the methodology to design a drinking activity de-
tection system, even though this optimization process can be
extrapolated to any classification problem. To this end, a stand-
alone edge architecture is proposed, where the edge devices are
in charge of both retraining the initial model as well as infer-
ring new knowledge. In this section, we cover the procedure
and methodology followed to understand the impact of the dif-
ferent factors involved in classification problems.

4.1. Initial data
From the existing human activity datasets, we selected one

that includes the drinking activity, namely, the ADL Recogni-

tion with Wrist-worn Accelerometer Data Set [52]. It is pub-
licly available in the UCI Machine Learning Repository [53].
This dataset contains 14 labeled activities of daily living in 839
recorded trials. These activities were recorded by 16 volunteer
participants (11 men and 5 women with ages between 19 and
81 years) wearing a triaxial accelerometer on their right wrists
with an output rate of 32 Hz. The accelerometer measurements
are provided as a series of data points indexed in time order, so
that activities are classified based on the signal behavior over
a period of time. As such, this is a time series classification
problem.

The selected dataset was binarized to represent two classes:
drink activity (100 instances) and the rest of the activities (739
instances). Even though this might create an unbalanced dis-
tribution of classes, the available data still provide a suitable
framework to perform the comparative analysis of the classifi-
cation solution. Thus, to maintain the classification pipeline as
standard as possible for evaluation purposes, no specific balanc-
ing method was applied to the data. Note that performing any
balancing method (under-sampling or over-sampling strategies)
would have an impact on the computational cost, which should
also be considered when balancing the cost-accuracy trade-off.
Therefore, we did not introduce such a phase in our proposal.

4.2. Data pre-processing

Within the preparation phase, we applied a 3-point median
filter to smooth the signal. This avoids big spikes and anomaly
values induced by noise. This is a simple yet effective method
to reduce high-frequency noise that usually is combined with
low-pass filters [54]. In this case, after checking that there
were no significant improvements in classification results, no
frequency-domain filter was implemented to reduce the compu-
tational complexity. Thereafter, every filtered sequence of data
goes through a segmentation process. The entire window of the
data sequence is divided into five segments (or sub-windows)
of equal length without overlapping.

Algorithms usually rely on features calculated from raw
data for classification. This study primarily focuses on time-
domain statistical features that exhibit better cost-benefit prop-
erties than frequency-domain features [55]. The selected set of
features includes mean, min, max, standard deviation, median,
kurtosis, skewness, variance and mean absolute deviation. This
selection represents the most commonly used features for activ-
ity recognition problems according to the literature [56]. These
nine statistical features are calculated for every component of
the signal (X, Y, and Z), for each of the five segments in which
the signal is divided and also for the entire sequence. This sums
a total of 162 initial features that are vectorized to characterize
every sequence of the dataset. Then the features are scaled into
a [0-1] interval using max-min normalization.

4.3. Feature selection

Feature selection is a discriminating process to find impor-
tant features that have more weight in the model. It consists in
reducing the dimension of the feature matrix removing the irrel-
evant features and obtaining the subset of them that contributes
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the most on the prediction. Thus, this stage of feature selec-
tion is essential when simplification is needed to optimize the
classification process and reduce training and inference time.
The feature selection strategy can be chosen based on consid-
erations such as simplicity, stability or classification accuracy
and it may entail substantial differences on the final classifica-
tion results [57]. In this work, we apply a Chi2 filtering method
that evaluates the correlation between variables (features and
target classes) and ranks them according to their contribution
to the prediction [58]. This is a computationally light strategy
that provides a good balance between its potential results and
its simplicity [59].

Table 1: The most representative features and their correlation score values
indicating the strongest dependency.

Position Feature Score

1 Min X 3 86.121
2 Min X 80.993
3 Mean X 3 66.046
4 Median X 3 62.846
5 Min X 2 44.452
6 Mean X 2 36.978
7 Mean X 36.236
8 Median X 2 34.839
9 Median X 32.655
10 Mean X 4 29.103

The 10 most representative features are listed in Table 1.
Every feature is named by its statistical property, its accelerom-
eter component and the segment of the time series sequence to
which the feature corresponds. As observed, in this feature se-
lection method, the top-10 features were captured from acceler-
ation data in X, that proved to be the most representative one for
the drinking activity. The higher scores of the top-ranked fea-
tures indicate how relevant this short subset of characteristics
is in the classification results. This makes it feasible to reduce
the number of features without an entailed substantial loss of
accuracy on the detection.

We obtained this reduced subset of characteristics applying
the feature selection process to the whole dataset. However,
to evaluate the accuracy of algorithms, the most representative
features for each model are repeatedly calculated within the val-
idation process using only the training data.

4.4. Experimental setup

According to Dhar et al. [26], understanding how machine
learning algorithms can contribute to edge intelligence is a cru-
cial challenge for on-device training. Traditional methods are
especially interesting for building edge learning capabilities,
particularly when the computation power is low and the mem-
ory is limited. Hence, there is a need to explore the traditional
machine learning approaches for implementing on-device train-
ing. For this reason, this study focused mostly on various su-
pervised machine learning methods that are implemented for
the classification problem: Logistic Regression (LG), Random
Forest (RF), K-nearest Neighbors (KNN), Naive Bayes (NB) -
Gaussian, Linear Support Vector Machine (SVM), Multilayer
perceptron (MLP), and Decision Trees (DT).

In terms of hardware, we evaluated three different platforms.
A laptop computer works as a baseline device for compari-
son. Its specifications include an Intel Core i7-975H processor
with a base frequency of 2.60 GHz, equipped with 16 GB of
RAM. For the IoT devices, two Raspberry Pi Foundation low-
cost single board minicomputers were chosen: the Raspberry
Pi 3 model B+ and the Raspberry Zero W. The former (that
has higher computational capabilities) incorporates a quad-core
A53 (ARMv8) 64-bit-based System on Chip (SoC) at 1.4GHz
and 1 Gb of RAM. The latter (which is more limited in terms
of hardware) includes a single-core ARM11 (ARMv6) 32-bits-
based SoC at 1 GHz and 512 Mb of RAM. Even though both
devices belong to the same family, judging by their characteris-
tics and performance (in terms of processing power and mem-
ory), there are significant differences between them. In fact,
taken into account that both devices are compatible with the
same software tools and, thus, they are evaluated under the
same conditions, the paper provides an equitable comparison
between two distinct enough devices.

For the sake of fairness, all experiments are executed solely
on CPU with no other application running at the same time.
The classification solution software relies on the Python library
Scikit-learn [60], which includes efficient versions of the most
common algorithms. The experimental process includes the
training and the inference phase, as well as the validation of the
models for each of the selected machine learning algorithms.
The materials used for the evaluation experiments are publicly
available 1.

5. Analysis and Results

The results presented in this section can be divided into
three different categories: the evaluation of the classification ac-
curacy, the computational cost of machine learning techniques
(measured as the necessary time to perform the classification
process), and the trade-off between them. In both cases, the
impact of the described factors (sampling frequency, number of
signal components, number of features and the algorithm) are
measured for each of the selected hardware platforms. Finally,
in this section we present a selection of cost-accuracy optimal
solutions obtained through the process of data analysis and re-
duction combined with a multi-objective optimization strategy.

5.1. Classification accuracy

This subsection evaluates the accuracy of the machine learn-
ing models according to the validation procedure explained in
Figure 2. We perform this evaluation through a 5-fold-cross-
validation procedure. Such validation was repeated 100 times to
obtain more robust results. Four metrics are used to measure the
predictive performance of algorithms: Precision, which mea-
sures the true positives among all positive results; Recall, which
computes correctly labeled positives based on all the correct
positive and negative events; F1 Score, the harmonic mean of

1https://github.com/OihaneGomez/Exploring_Computational_

Cost_ML_IoT
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Figure 2: Schematic representation of the model training phase and its evalua-
tion through a 5 cross-validation process.

precision and recall metrics; and Accuracy, the ratio of correct
prediction over the total number of predictions. Macro average
results are provided for the first three metrics.

The first step in the optimization process is to quantify the
influence of reducing the data input on the classification capa-
bilities. Thus, we consider the three factors upon which the
accuracy depends on and we evaluate them for each of the ma-
chine learning algorithms. The influence of the sampling fre-
quency is analyzed by downsampling the original data to lower
frequencies. For the number of components, we compare the
performance of the models that use all the accelerometer sig-
nal components (XYZ) with models that only receive the most
representative one (X). This component was selected according
to the ranking of features (see Table 1) that revealed X as the
most representative component. Finally, we analyze the effects
of the number of features on the classification output compar-
ing the results for all the original features set (162), a subset of
the top 10, and the 3 top-ranked features.

Table 2: Average F1 results for several sampling frequencies.

All Features 10 Features 3 Features

32 Hz
(Initial)

95,60
(SD=1,86)

94.83
(SD=3,72)

92.55
(SD=4.06)

16 Hz
95.60

(SD = 1.28)
94.07

(SD=2,24)
88.66

(SD=2,90)

8 Hz
94.91

(SD =1.84)
93.52

(SD=2,32)
88,31

(SD=2.54)

4 Hz
94,87

(SD=1,73)
93,52

(SD=1.90)
86,45

(SD=3,48)

With regard to the sampling frequency, Table 2 resumes the
average F1 results for the sum of all the learning methods. This
tables compared initial results with the ones obtained by reduc-
ing the original 32 Hz sampling rate to 16 Hz, 8 Hz and 4 Hz.
It can be noted how lower frequencies decrease the classifica-
tion performance but still maintain acceptable detection rates.
In this particular application, this means that it is feasible to
lower the frequency up to 4Hz. However, these results could
be biased for the stationary nature of the target class (drinking
activity) and may not be extrapolated to standard classification
problems. For this reason, we have decided to cut off this reduc-

tion and keep 16 Hz as the reference downsampled ratio, since
this frequency belongs to the 15 Hz–20 Hz range, which is con-
sidered as appropriate for HAR systems [61]. Therefore, in Ta-
bles 3 and 4 we summarize the performance of all the analyzed
supervised machine learning approaches for the original sam-
pling data (32 Hz) and for the downsampled data (16 Hz). In
both cases, the results for XYZ and X (the most representative
component) are included. As can be observed, the classification
rates yield average values over 90 % in almost all cases.

Figure 3 illustrates the influence of the number of features
on the accuracy for the regular sampling. In particular, this fig-
ure highlights how the detection rates increase quickly at the
beginning of the graph and reach values over 92 % with the first
20 features. This indicates that a good balance between the
number of characteristics and the accuracy of the classification
can be obtained with few features irrespective of the classifi-
cation method. As can be observed, adding more features to
the models can improve the performance in some cases while
decreasing it in others, since the feature selection process is in-
dependent of the algorithm.

Figure 3: Model performance evolution, measured by the F1-Score, according
to the selected number of features.

A thorough analysis shows that K-nearest neighbor performs
slightly better than the other algorithms when the classification
depends on all the 162 features. Naive Bayes scores are worse
for a larger number of features than for a small number of them.
This can indicate that the features are not independent enough
by themselves, something opposite to the intrinsic modelling
assumption of Naive Bayes, which assumes that the presence
of a specific feature is completely unrelated to the presence of
any other [62]. For this reason, we still include it for the anal-
ysis of the cost-accuracy trade-off, but we consider it an outlier
for average calculations of Tables 5 and 6.

In Table 5 and Table 6, we show the final impact of every
of the evaluated factors compared to the baseline performance
(original sampling frequency, XYZ signal components, and 162
features). The results indicate small differences when decreas-
ing the sampling frequency to 16 Hz. Moreover, the classi-
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Table 3: Performance of the supervised machine learning algorithms for the original sampling frequency (32Hz).

All Components (XYZ)
All 162 Features 10 Features 3 Features

Recall Precision F1 Accuracy Recall Precision F1 Accuracy Recall Precision F1 Accuracy
LG 94.73 96.36 95.40 98.10 90.20 93.95 91.75 96.70 82.87 91.03 86.09 94.77
RF 95.66 98.14 96.78 98.70 96.19 96.89 96.46 98.53 93.18 94.54 93.72 97.41
KNN 97.78 96.40 97.01 98.72 98.07 96.70 97.32 98.85 95.61 96.33 95.89 98.29
NB 92.91 76.58 81.26 89.38 94.89 81.00 85.77 92.51 96.22 86.48 90.36 95.33
SVM 95.51 94.67 94.99 97.87 92.99 94.33 93.49 97.30 92.10 93.11 92.47 96.88
MLP 95.40 95.48 95.34 98.04 94.45 94.43 94.31 97.60 94.57 94.17 94.26 97.56
DT 94.62 93.89 94.10 97.48 95.31 96.15 95.62 98.18 93.19 92.82 92.84 96.97

Most Representative Components (X)
All 54 Features 10 Features 3 Features

Recall Precision F1 Accuracy Recall Precision F1 Accuracy Recall Precision F1 Accuracy
LG 93.66 95.07 94.22 97.62 90.20 93.95 91.75 96.70 82.87 91.03 86.09 94.77
RF 96.05 97.70 96.78 98.68 96.19 96.89 96.46 98.53 93.18 94.54 93.72 97.41
KNN 97.33 96.85 97.02 98.74 98.07 96.70 97.32 98.85 95.61 96.33 95.89 98.29
NB 94.98 83.85 88.05 94.03 94.89 81.00 85.77 92.51 96.22 86.48 90.36 95.33
SVM 95.35 94.73 94.94 97.86 92.99 94.33 93.49 97.30 92.10 93.11 92.47 96.88
MLP 95.43 95.17 95.20 97.97 94.45 94.43 94.31 97.60 94.57 94.17 94.26 97.56
DT 94.74 94.84 94.68 97.76 95.31 96.15 95.62 98.18 93.19 92.82 92.84 96.97

Table 4: Performance of the supervised machine learning algorithms for half the sampling frequency (16 Hz).

All Components (XYZ)
All 162 Features 10 Features 3 Features

Recall Precision F1 Accuracy Recall Precision F1 Accuracy Recall Precision F1 Accuracy
LG 94.95 96.47 95.57 98.18 88.28 93.47 90.43 96.25 79.90 89.00 83.32 93.84
RF 95.84 97.89 96.76 98.68 95.71 96.24 95.89 98.29 88.75 90.77 89.53 95.72
KNN 97.77 95.99 96.80 98.62 97.35 96.48 96.85 98.66 90.02 89.91 89.78 95.69
NB 92.98 76.72 81.42 89.50 94.46 79.81 84.63 91.76 94.94 82.63 87.13 93.45
SVM 96.16 95.02 95.48 98.07 92.23 94.87 93.34 97.29 91.42 90.55 90.80 96.08
MLP 95.65 95.97 95.71 98.20 94.23 94.68 94.32 97.62 92.69 89.79 91.03 96.08
DT 93.49 93.40 93.29 97.17 93.39 94.03 93.56 97.31 87.48 87.95 87.48 94.76

Most Representative Components (X)
All 54 Features 10 Features 3 Features

Recall Precision F1 Accuracy Recall Precision F1 Accuracy Recall Precision F1 Accuracy
LG 93.66 95.46 94.42 97.71 88.28 93.47 90.43 96.25 79.90 89.00 83.32 93.84
RF 95.82 97.45 96.54 98.58 95.71 96.24 95.89 98.29 88.75 90.77 89.53 95.72
KNN 97.58 96.45 96.94 98.69 97.35 96.48 96.85 98.66 90.02 89.91 89.78 95.69
NB 95.11 84.37 88.46 94.27 94.46 79.81 84.63 91.76 94.94 82.63 87.13 93.45
SVM 93.68 93.26 93.33 97.18 92.23 94.87 93.34 97.29 91.42 90.55 90.80 96.08
MLP 94.29 94.68 94.35 97.64 94.23 94.68 94.32 97.62 92.69 89.79 91.03 96.08
DT 93.41 94.07 93.58 97.33 93.39 94.03 93.56 97.31 87.48 87.95 87.48 94.76

Table 5: Average F1 results comparison for the original sampling (32 Hz). XYZ
and the most representative component (X) are included.

All Features 10 Features 3 Features Decrease

XYZ 95,60 94,83 92,55 3,199 %
X 95,47 94,83 92,55 3,058 %

Decrease 0,135 % 0 % 0 %

Table 6: Average F1 results comparison for half the original frequency (16 Hz).
XYZ and the most representative component (X) are included.

All Features 10 Features 3 Features Decrease

XYZ 95,60 94,07 88,66 7,259%
X 94,86 94,07 88,66 6,535 %
Decrease 0,774 % 0 % 0 %

fication results are not drastically penalized when the number
of features is reduced to 10 and even 3. However, decreasing
the number of features has a more significant impact on lower
sampling frequencies. For the original sampling provided by
the dataset, using only the top 3 features penalized the results
in a 3.19 %. For half of the sampling rate, the decreasing was
7,259 %. Furthermore, considering only the most representative
component of the signal (X) does not affect the overall results
significantly: 0.135 % for the regular sampling and 0.774 % for
the downsampled data. The results are the same when consid-
ering only the top 10 and top 3 features in classification. This
means that only X-related features are in this top.

5.2. Computational cost
In this subsection, we evaluate how the design parameters

affect to the model in its two stages: training and inference.
Figure 4 represent the experimental sequence in both cases. We
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measure the computational cost of each process as the neces-
sary time to accomplish all the tasks it encompasses.

Figure 4: Representation of the training and inference phases.

5.2.1. Training process
Training a machine learning model corresponds to one of

the most computationally intensive processes within an activ-
ity recognition application. The main reason is that it involves
processing large amounts of data. The training process can be
divided into two parts, the common pre-processing steps ap-
plied to the whole dataset and the algorithm-dependent model
fitting task. Table 7 presents the elapsed time for the initial pre-
processing stage when all the dataset information is read, and
the features are calculated. These results were obtained after
repeating the process at least 15 times (3 runs of 5 loops) and
calculating the average running times. They are also displayed
in Fig. 5, that compares the evolution of the processing time
according to the number of features.

Table 7: Computational cost of processing all the dataset for the training pro-
cess using the original sampling frequency (32 Hz).

XYZ X

Laptop Rpi Rzero Laptop Rpi Rzero

All Feat. 16s 2min 5s 12min 32s 5.3s 52s 5min 5s
10 Feat. 7,1s 43,6s 4min 6s 3.1s 25s 2min 18s
3 Feat. 7s 41,4s 3min 56s 3.0s 22,5s 2min 9s

Decrease 56,32 % 66,94 % 68,61 % 44,05 % 56,78 % 57,73 %

At first sight, it can be noted how the computational time
shows a quadratic growth when the data input (the number of
features) increases. This is particularly relevant for the scala-
bility of the classification system, and may heavily penalize the
performance of less powerful devices. For this reason, a more
in-depth analysis of the percentage reduction shows that more
significant performance improvements are obtained in those plat-
forms. As expected, the laptop computer outperformed the
other devices in absolute terms. In relative terms, the laptop
decreased its running times in a 56,32 % for XYZ, while the

Figure 5: Evolution of the elapsed time for processing all the instances of the
dataset for training.

same data reduction achieved a decrease of 68,61 % on the ex-
ecution times for the Raspberry Zero platform. Moreover, from
the baseline parameters (all features and all the signal com-
ponents) to the final simplified stage (3 features and only the
most representative component) the time reduction was 81,24 %
for the laptop (from 16 seconds to 3 seconds), 82,05 % for the
Raspberry Pi (from 2 min and 5 seconds to 22,5 seconds) and
92,32 % for the Raspberry Zero (from 12 min and 32 seconds
to 2 min and 9 seconds).

Table 8: Computational cost of processing all the dataset for the training pro-
cess and half the original sampling frequency (16 Hz).

XYZ X

Laptop Rpi Rzero Laptop Rpi Rzero

All Feat. 15.98s 2min 5s 12min 19s 5.38s 49.34s 5min 10s
10 Feat. 7.72s 42.92s 4min 5s 3.13s 24.4 4s 2min 18s
3 Feat. 7.43s 40.79s 3min 44s 3.01s 22.1s 2min 8s

The effect of the remaining factor, the sampling frequency,
is evaluated in Table 8, which includes a comparison of the pre-
processing times for 16 Hz. In this case, contrary to what in-
tuitively could be expected, a lower sampling frequency did
not substantially affect the time measurements. A more de-
tailed analysis shows that only little differences are found for
the largest number of features compared to Table 7. In some
cases, because of the non-deterministic nature of the timing
measurements, the performance was even slightly worse. This
lack of improvement can be a consequence of the baseline re-
source overhead associated with data management. Another
possible reason is the length of the data window, which is not
large enough to have noticeable improvements when it is re-
duced. Therefore, in our evaluated case of study, this may in-
dicate that the number of computations (e.g, how many charac-
teristics of the signal are obtained) has a greater impact on the
pre-processing stage than the effect of the data length. How-
ever, this particular conclusion cannot be generalized to similar
applications. Thus, it would be necessary to look at the effect
of the sampling frequency in applications with larger data sets,
longer data streams, more complex filtering stages or frequency-
domain features. In the following, we will continue the analysis
using only the original sampling frequency (32 Hz), since the
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Figure 6: Comparative between the number of features and the elapsed time for fitting the model. MLP and RF are out of this representation since they have a
significantly greater duration than those included.

model created with the downsampled data is more sensitive to
decreasing the number of features.

The second step of the training stage is to feed the model
with the pre-processed data for the fitting task. This task de-
pends on the different classifiers and their parameters, together
with the amount of data used to build it. Figure 6 represents
the average computational cost of each algorithm for the model
fitting task after executing it 1000 times (100 runs of 10 loops).
Furthermore, it shows the time impact caused by creating the
model with an increasing number of features. Random forest
and Multilayer Perceptron techniques are excluded from these
plots since their duration, significantly greater than those rep-
resented, compromise the visibility of the figure. Instead, their
results are presented in Table 9 and Table 10.

Table 9: Elapsed time fitting the model for MLP and RF considering XYZ.
Laptop Raspberry Pi Raspberry Zero

Features 162 10 3 162 10 3 162 10 3
RF 181.9ms 96.4ms 80.5ms 1,6s 1.1s 970ms 7.8s 6.2s 6.1s
MLP 782.3ms 456.9ms 622.2ms 3,2s 2.3s 2.4s 20.2s 14.9s 17.6s

Table 10: Elapsed time fitting the model for MLP and RF considering X.
Laptop Raspberry Pi Raspberry Zero

Features 54 10 3 54 10 3 54 10 3
RF 136.0ms 96.3ms 80.6ms 1.3s 1.0s 991.3ms 6.8s 6.5s 6.3s
MLP 719.2ms 452.1ms 624.3ms 2.2s 2.5s 2.4s 13.2s 14.3s 15.7s

For MLP, increasing the number of features can affect pos-
itively on the timing results. In this case, from 3 to 54 features,
the efficiency of the fitting task was increased. As the MLP is

iteratively trained, depending on how fast it converges, the time
to fit the data can vary. Consequently, a larger data input size
may then improve the fitting process of the model.

The main conclusion that can be extracted from those re-
sults is that fitting task times are significantly lower than the
time needed to process all the initial data and create the input
for the model. Contrary to the pre-processing stage, here the al-
gorithm and its internal parameters play an important role when
creating the model. In general terms, the fitting task shows a
behavior close to linear when increasing the input size. This
involves a baseline computational complexity of O(nm), being
m is the number of instances and n the number of features. For
this reason, with a small number of features, all the algorithms
last similarly, but when increasing the number of features, the
computational cost is augmented. On top of that, the incre-
ments in time (the slope) of the each of the learning algorithms
depend on the complexity of the learning method itself or the
different parameters and estimators that can be adjusted on the
fitting phase. For this reason, the complexity of the machine
learning techniques can be reduced by modifying those fitting
parameters to simplify the model, but decreasing its accuracy in
return. Still, considerable improvements in the performance can
be obtained when adjusting the internal values that affect data
model. This is specifically the case for RF and MLP, which are
the most resource-demanding algorithms in this comparative.

These slopes are also affected by the platform on which this
training process is carried out. In general, under 20 features the
times of all the algorithms are within the first segment of the
Y-axis for the three platforms, being 200 ms the worst case for
the Raspberry Zero W.
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Figure 7: Comparison between the number of features and the elapsed time for predicting a sequence of new data. KNN and RF are out of this representation since
they have a significantly greater duration than those included.

Figure 8: Evolution of the computational cost of processing 14 instances of the
dataset for inference.

Table 11: Time needed to process 14 instances of new data for the prediction
process.

XYZ Most representative component

Laptop Rpi Rzero Laptop Rpi Rzero

All Features 317 ms 2.62 s 15.9 s 125 ms 1.07 s 6.57 s
10 Features 140 ms 838 ms 5.48 s 71.2 ms 557 ms 3.61 s
3 Features 134 ms 781 ms 5.06 s 62.5 ms 500 ms 3.24 s

Decrease 58,04% 70,20% 68,25% 49,19% 53,14% 50,65%

Table 12: Prediction times for RF and KNN considering XYZ.
Laptop Raspberry Pi Raspberry Zero

Feat. 162 10 3 54 10 3 54 10 3
RF 5.6ms 5.5ms 5.5ms 46.1ms 39.9ms 39.4ms 261.5ms 260.9 ms 260.7ms
KNN 2.7ms 0.7ms 0.6ms 23.9ms 3.7ms 2.6ms 100.4ms 15.9 ms 13.4ms

Table 13: Prediction times for RF and KNN considering X.
Laptop Raspberry Pi Raspberry Zero

Feat. 54 10 3 54 10 3 54 10 3
RF 5.6ms 5.6ms 5.5ms 39.6ms 39.0ms 38.7ms 279.8ms 279.0ms 278.8ms
KNN 1.2ms 0.7ms 0.6ms 7.8ms 4.1ms 2.6ms 41.3ms 17.2ms 14.5ms

5.2.2. Prediction process
The prediction process is tested to evaluate how long it takes

to read and process a sequence of data and compare it with the
already trained model. The experiment consists of measuring
the elapsed time in the process of classifying a sample of 14
instances of the dataset. Therefore, this test resembles an online
classification system where a new sequence of data needs to be
predicted without an entailed excessive processing time. Again,
the results are divided into two parts, the common process of
reading and processing the new data and the inference task.

Table 11 shows the computational cost of reading and pro-
cessing the 14 instances of new data for a variable number of
features, computed after executing the experiment 30 times (10
runs of 3 loops). Again, it illustrates how processing times ben-
efit from the feature reduction step and the selection of the most
representative components of the signal. This is especially rel-
evant in the case of the Raspberry Pi and Zero. The total time
reduction is 80,28 % for the Laptop PC, 80,93 % for the Rasp-
berry Pi and 97,96 % for the Raspberry Zero. In particular, the
Raspberry Zero reduced its total processing times from around
16 seconds to 3 seconds. This improvement is very noticeable
and makes a difference when designing online classification
systems for low-powered devices. Figure 8 reflects the com-
putational cost tendency that shows again a quadratic growth.

Compared to pre-processing and training, the inference task
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Figure 9: Cost-accuracy trade-off for the balanced computational cost between prediction and fitting times (left) and applying the train inference ratio (center and
right). The Pareto frontier represents the most optimal solutions.

is several orders of magnitude faster on all platforms (see Fig-
ure 7). Prediction task needs less than 0.3 ms for the laptop
device, 1,4 ms for the Raspberry Pi, and less than 8 ms for the
Raspberry Zero (mean values of 1000 runs). Random Forest
and K-nearest neighbors are out of this representation. Instead,
Table 12 and Table 13 include the results of both algorithms.

In this case, reducing the number of features does not sig-
nificantly affect the time required for inference. Few differences
can be found among all algorithms in terms of performance, ex-
cept the mentioned RF and KNN that took a slightly longer time
than the rest of them to compare the new data with the model.
Furthermore, Naive and SVM times show a steady increase,
while the rest of the algorithms show a sustained response. This
is a consequence of the constant computational complexity of
the prediction task in some of the evaluated algorithms, which
are less sensitive to the data input size. For the prediction phase,
the number of features it still is a relevant factor according to
the computational cost of pre-processing new data.

5.2.3. Cost-accuracy trade-off: a Pareto approach
The correlation between the model size and the accuracy

studied along this section lead us to draw an initial conclu-
sion: it is feasible to maintain detection rates over a 90 % when
the data input is reduced. In our case, the studied simplifica-
tion strategy was able to reduce the data input size to a small
subset of one representative component and its top-10 features,
that outperforms the baseline substantially. Moreover, the time
improvements explored in previous subsection produce an en-
hanced performance in most of the classification tasks when
data input size is reduced, regardless of the devices’ resources.
This allows bringing more complex applications to a local stage
that could not be executed in the edge otherwise. Based on the
obtained results it is expected that, in some applications, opti-
mizing early stages of the pipeline can improve the performance
of the system more than the specific learning method.

From that point, further evaluation can optimize the trade-
off between classification accuracy and computational cost. To
that end, we conduct a Pareto multi-objective optimization anal-
ysis to find the small-sized subset of solutions with the best
performance [63]. The Pareto analysis is a statistical tool for
decision-making that selects a limited number of Pareto-optimal

solution that illustrates the best trade-off between two objec-
tives, cost and accuracy in our case. Since we seek to evalu-
ate the efficiency of the model for both training and inference
stages, we include the role of each of these stages through the
train/inference ratio (explained in section 3) in the Pareto anal-
ysis.

Figure 9 represents the relationship between the total cost
(the sum of the prediction and training times without consider-
ing data processing) and the accuracy of the system (F1 values).
Every point corresponds to a certain number of features for each
of the evaluated algorithms running on the laptop device. This
figure also illustrates the effect of this weight correction on the
total cost when different train/inference ratios are applied. This
ratio is a design choice that should be made according to the
context of the classification problem. As explained in Section 3,
it gives more importance to the predominant task and sets the
frequency in which a model may be retrained in comparison
to the estimated number of times new data would be classified.
For comparative purposes, we have selected a weight correction
of r=1 (baseline ratio, no weight correction is applied), r=100
and r=1000 to show the differences. This means that the train-
ing stage may occur once every 100 or 1000 times or, in other
words, giving 100 or 1000 times more importance to the pre-
diction stage over the training phase. As we explained in initial
sections, the weighted computational cost ctotal is calculated as:
ctotal = rt ∗ ctraining + (1 − rt)cinference, with rt = 1/r. This figure
also includes the Pareto frontier that represents the most optimal
solutions and marks the points with better accuracy (highest y-
axis values) and lower computational costs (smaller values on
the x-axis).

The train/inference ratio is particularly relevant for those al-
gorithms with an unbalance performance between training and
inference tasks, such as KNN and MLP. The former has a great
performance on training (See Figure 6) while the inference times
are worse than the average (Tables 12 and 13). MLP, on the
contrary, performs well for inference (Figure 7), but its com-
plexity demands higher times to create the model (Table 9 and
Table 10). As the train/inference ratio grows, we can observe
how KNN is penalized, increasing its total weighted compu-
tational cost, and MLP moves to the left, closer to the Pareto
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Figure 10: Cost-accuracy trade-off and Pareto optimal points for the reduced
data input achieved during the optimization process on the Raspberry Pi 3 de-
vice.

frontier. Higher train/inference ratio values would increase this
difference in those applications where training times are partic-
ularly big compared to the inference time (e.g., when dealing
with larger datasets).

Figure 10 shows the Pareto analysis performed only for the
final reduced solution (top-10 features and X component) when
applying a 1:1000 ratio and for the Raspberry Pi 3 device. In
this case, the computational cost included also the pre-processing
times for training and inference. Again, the dashed line high-
lights the Pareto optimal points, where the small set of options
that have the most efficient balance between the classification
rates and the computational cost are included. Table 14 in-
cludes the values associated with each of these points, where
total times are the sum of data processing for training and in-
ference together with the fitting or prediction tasks times. The
final step in the optimization process is to select the one that
better meets the initial design requirements from this selection,
either prioritizing accuracy or performance.

5.3. Limitations

Before concluding based on the experimental results, we
want to address the possible limitations of this study. The main
goal of this work is to analyze the different factors involved in
the machine learning pipeline and optimize their influence on
the cost-accuracy trade-off. Thus, the significance of this work
relies on the comparison of the relative results obtained when
each of these factors are evaluated. Additional elements affect-
ing the absolute results such as the machine learning frame-
work, the programming language, or the hyperparameter opti-
mization are out of the scope of this comparative analysis. For
example, the way the different tasks are implemented may have
an impact on the execution of the system. For this reason, opti-
mizing general characteristics of the code, such as the way the
information is processed (e.g., vectorizing computations over
data structures [64]) can improve the general performance of
the system. We take this into account in the evaluated solution,
but we do not benchmark code optimization mechanisms.

Table 14: Final optimal Pareto solutions with the best cost-accuracy trade-off

for the Raspberry Pi 3.

Alg N Features F1 Total inference time (s) Total training time (s)

LG 1 81.73 0.503349 21.680870
NB 1 92.58 0.503824 21.676447
SVM 1 92.20 0.503571 21.686039
DT 1 91.88 0.503432 21.675802
KNN 2 95.40 0.514883 21.811192
KNN 3 95.93 0.522636 22.030610
DT 4 92.69 0.513096 22.578788
KNN 6 96.11 0.528342 22.926632
KNN 7 96.70 0.533877 23.088214
KNN 8 96.90 0.544137 23.593250
KNN 9 97.18 0.554919 23.781464
KNN 10 97.19 0.561269 23.153416

Besides, there are other aspects in the pipeline such as the
data filtering method or the feature selection algorithms; the
comparison of different strategies for those aspects is out of the
scope of this paper. Therefore, we explain the decision crite-
rion to choose them. However, we do not delve into the anal-
ysis of the consequences that these decisions may have in the
classification results. We note that it would be interesting for
future work to evaluate the potential improvements that alter-
native strategies could entail.

Finally, we evaluated the computational cost in terms of the
elapsed time for each of the different stages of the classifica-
tion problem. Despite running these tasks in isolation, they can
be sensitive to internal processes or routines of the device, and
hence be non-deterministic. To overcome this issue, we took
a large number of measurement samples and provided average
results based on a large number of iterations.

6. Discussion

Some intelligent environments, such as smart homes, smart
cities or smart workplaces, are especially challenging scenarios
where privacy concerns regarding data protection and security
are critical issues. In those spaces, the concept of privacy is also
related to the ability of the user to determine how, when, and to
whom personal information can be disclosed.

In this sense, the edge computing paradigm proposes a con-
cept that brings closer human and machine intelligence and en-
visages scenarios where positive interactions through privacy-
by-design might be created. Data still needs to be captured and
processed to create contextual services, but the physical prox-
imity of the users and their data can reduce the critical barriers
regarding the acceptance of intelligent environments. From a
human being perspective, this ensures that the collected sensi-
tive information remains on personal devices and not on third-
party servers, which favors privacy and trust.

Beyond that, creating spaces where human and machine in-
telligence collaborates is also related to the role of the user, that
needs to be carefully considered to reduce their reluctance to
be part of this new scenario [65]. More than creating reliable
and efficient solutions, such spaces demand an increased con-
trol of the users over the system and their data, preventing the
threat of intelligent environments taking control over them [66].
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For this reason, human-centric approaches should also engage
the users to actively collaborate with the machine intelligence
[67]. This falls within the concept of human-in-the-loop where
approaches like interactive machine learning make possible for
end-users to interact with the learning process to tune the sys-
tem according to their preferences, or even to feed it with more
data [68]. In supervised approaches, the user can create per-
sonalized human activity recognition systems by providing new
annotations [69] while in semi-supervised ones, the model can
also be fed with raw time-series data. [70]. Thus, machine intel-
ligence can be adaptively adjusted in terms of human goals. In
this scenario, integrating the training stage in the edge can give
an answer to the need for privacy of new smart spaces while
increasing users’ perceived level of trust in the system [71].

The main problem that we have observed throughout this
study arises when demanding applications compromise the com-
putational capability of the edge devices. Some scholars have
pointed out that pre-trained models are easily deployable in
constrained nodes and, hence, inference can run on them. How-
ever, processing new data and training new models are compu-
tationally intensive tasks that are still insufficiently investigated
in edge devices. Thus, if a model needs to be retrained to fit
better to the user preferences or to integrate new data, the usual
answer to overcome this drawback is to move the training stages
to cloud servers, something against the benefits of edge comput-
ing architectures in terms of privacy. So, the next stage of an
intelligent edge is to find new ways to integrate the whole clas-
sification pipeline at the edge to perform on-site training and
decrease data exposure.

The presented case of study deserves attention to illustrate
the potential impact of the optimization strategy that address
this piece or research. In its evaluation, the experimental results
suggest that, in some applications, the specific processing times
for each algorithm can be practically negligible concerning the
time required to capture the data and process it. This empha-
sizes the relevance of understanding the characteristics of the
data and its impact in the performance and cost, particularly for
the training phases.

Since the importance of this methodology relies on pro-
filing the different factors affecting the classification pipeline,
this holistic approach can be extended to other solutions. By
way of illustration, personalized healthcare or smart home do-
mains are some other examples where the adaptation of envi-
ronments and resources should be in line with individual hu-
man needs. In those examples, the different factors of the data
collection and processing may produce an optimization oppor-
tunity that allows to perform those adjustments and re-train
the models in consequence. There, applications like heart-rate
ECG monitoring involve high-frequency signals which increase
the computational cost [72]. Other solutions such as energy
forecasting and smart metering applications for smart homes
usually involve complex processing techniques and obtaining
frequency domain features for modeling energy consumption
patterns [73].

Even considering the specific particularities of the different
classification applications, an important step to meet this objec-
tive is to find the right balance between the computational cost

and the final accuracy of the obtained knowledge. To that end,
this analysis seeks to assist in providing a strategy for optimiz-
ing similar problems and bringing advanced processing capa-
bilities to the edge of the network.

7. Conclusions and Future Work

In this work we have presented a methodology to meet a sat-
isfactory cost-accuracy trade-off on the execution of the whole
pipeline of machine learning techniques. This is motivated by
the challenge of improving the feasibility of resource-constrained
devices to perform inference and training tasks at the edge, con-
tributing to a more human-centric IoT. To that end, we have em-
braced a holistic approach based on understanding the different
factors that take part in the whole classification process (from
data acquisition to the final fitting and prediction stages). Be-
sides, we have empirically analyzed and compared the perfor-
mance of these training and inference phases concerning HAR
algorithms within two resource-constrained platforms.

In the evaluated case of study, the proposed strategy has
been able to reduce by more than 80 % the baseline process-
ing time of the machine learning techniques in all the evaluated
platforms. Furthermore, acceptable detection rates are main-
tained, with an accuracy consistently over 90 %, and assuming
a decline of classification accuracy of only 3 %. We stress that
the selection of the machine learning algorithm is not the only
important factor to consider in the classification on the edge.
The process of understanding the initial data and optimizing
the process from the early stages of the classification pipeline
is vital to meet the cost-accuracy requirements.

The obtained results provide us with an outlook for future
work on the area. Firstly, having applied our proposed strategy
to one specific classification problem we cannot ensure that the
results can be generalized to any dataset or application. How-
ever, we argue that the presented methodology can be reused in
similar problems and may lead to similar conclusions. There-
fore, we should explore where and how can be extrapolated.
Besides, we aim at integrating the solution in a real-world edge
architecture for validating the proposal in a online classification
scenario.

Finally, the approach presented in this article opens the door
to adopt similar mechanisms to tackle the optimization of other
applications for IoT edge devices and provides some guidelines
suitable for any other sensor data available within the Internet
of Things paradigm.
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